
Roehampton Residence Community Liaison Committee 

Meeting #9 VIA WEBEX: September 14, 2022, 5:30 – 7:00 pm 

Meeting Minutes – September 2022 

 
Reverend Stephen - Land Acknowledgement & Reflection 

 
Shelter Updates-Lorraine Clarke Acting Manager 

  

 Thanks Reverend Stephen for reading the Land Acknowledge  

 SSHA tries to incorporate certain aspects of Meeting in the Middle strategies to 
acknowledge the indigenous population 

 September 30th is Truth and Reconciliation Day also known as Orange Shirt Day 

 Staff will be able to purchase orange shirts to observe the day 

 Last week we acknowledge Overdose Day to all the people who lost their lives 
from overdoses, each shelter participated by having purple chairs  

 Staffing changes, Julius will be leaving the portfolio to the rapid housing program, 
his replacement is Leroy Miller  

 Thanks Julius for all his efforts he has made and the partnerships created 

 A lot of movement is happening in the portfolio of staff as well as in shelters 

 Program Supervisor will be leaving to help the Refugee Response with Nicole 

 Will be onboarding another Program Supervisor 

 Hellen and Lorraine will continue to keep the momentum going within the group 
to ensure everyone is active within Roehampton Shelter  

 School started this week, no current issues 

 Leroy will be winter planning, enough staffing and emergency response available  

 Toronto Public Service Week is about to begin, this is to acknowledge those who 
work in the public service, many events/ activities are planned  

 Staff BBQ, Breakfast, Lunch and a General Staff Meeting 

 New email contacts for donations are Lorraine and Leroy, Julius will send out an 
email with contacts emails to ensure everyone has it 

 
Julius Program Coordinator-Updates and Statistics 

 

Statistics  
 

 142 clients 

 69%m 

 29% female 

 3 transgender 

 8 client accessibility needs 

 34 part of a couple 

 4 with pets 

 9 seniors of 65+ 

 28 people 55+ 

 36 clients who are refugees 
 



 
Donations/ Support 
 

 Thanks Frank White, for donating 2 computers for our clients at Roehampton and 
one will be taken to Scarborough Women's Shelter 

 North Lee through Ann , fresh fruits delivered to our shelter 

 Maner Road United Church hosted our senior management meeting 
 
Roehampton Updates 

 

 Roehampton has only seen one overdose in the last couple of months and the 
one incident that did occur did not require transportation to the hospital which 
had been a big reduction from previous months 

 No school issues reported to our community safety team, CST will continue to 
keep patrolling 

 In addition, there have been no community complaints regarding Roehampton 

 We continue to partner with street health ID clinic 

 Through a staff member we were able to secure a local barber who will come in 
once a month to give clients haircuts 

 Tuesday was our first session 16 clients received haircuts 

 Thanks Giuliana for organizing the event 

 Giuliana shares what a difference this new service has made in lifting clients 
spirits and encouraging them to open up 

 Client engagement will be starting up and we hope to provide a sense of 
community within the shelter to provide opportunities to clients to engage and 
participate 

 Julius thanks CLC members for all their support during his time as Roehampton’s 
Program Coordinator 
 
 

Community Questions 
 

Why has overdoses gone down at Roehampton? Could be more client awareness of 
how much is being consumed, it is hard to tell specifically 
 
Where are all the refugees coming from? 
Many people are coming from different parts of the world, they find housing very quickly 
and do not stay in the shelter system long. 
 
Are most of the refugees coming to the shelter directly from the airport or have 
they had sponsors for a year and that moneys run out? 
 
It’s not very specific, from a streets to homes and assessment and referral centre point 
of view sometimes they are coming directly from the airport or people just walking in 
who are needing shelter and we are on the receiving end trying to get them the shelter 
they need. We address that first and then other aspects of it after they have a roof over 
their head. 
 



 
African ancestral acknowledgement and reflection-Julius 

 
Julius Program Coordinator- Mural Updates/ Remaining Agenda Items  

 
 
Mural project 
 

 Goes over art contributions that were submitted by clients which demonstrates 
diversity such as LGBTQ and Indigenous people represented in the mural 

 Sarah is no longer apart of this committee but we are hoping to still achieve this 
goal and see it to completion 

 Leroy will follow up on this project 

 Roehampton friendly’s are able to help supply some of the materials and some 
ability to help with the artistic aspect of it 

 The goal is to have the mural led by the shelter and it’s residents 

 The idea is to enhance the 3rd floor patio deck by adding a mural along with the 
planters and benches 

 Some of the photos are generic, hoped for more client participation 

 Original idea was to have the mural painted on the pool cover 

 Discussions on where to have the mural painted on the pool cover or walls and 
suggestion from Lorraine to have the mural be able to be hung up and removable 
so all the hard work and effort are not lost. A sustainable mural 

 Suggestions around having an art director as it may help organize the look of the 
mural 

 Perhaps getting clients to be a part of a subgroup who want to help with the 
mural 

 Could connect with High school art students 
 

Remaining agenda items  
 

 Leroy will lead discussions around needs and around the winter season 

 Planning donation drive and what the specific items are 

 Leroy and Lorraine will sit down and plan the next four months for the holidays 
and write a list and submit that the list to the CLC to see what support 
Roehampton can get 

 No updates from the school as it has just started 

 Discussions on whether the next meeting should be onsite or online 

 Suggestions on whether people could call in if they are not able to physically 
attend 

 Lorraine said Roehampton can look at doing a hybrid but it all depends on tech 

 If meeting in person there is still a requirement to follow all IPAC protocols such 
as social distancing, wearing masks etc. 

 CLC members asked about the success of the Garden at Roehampton; garden 
has been very successful 

 Future of Roehampton is still unknown; lease is still active and working on getting 
ready for the winter months 

Meeting Adjourned 


